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Present

Markus, Ole, Marisa (scribe), Kenny, Stephen, Boris, Sam, Matt, Per

Action Item Summary

Completed action items

- Kenny to create a wiki page describing NewsML and its potential role. Completion ASAP.
- Per to post his subgroup work to the google code repository. Completion ASAP.

Action items being carried over

- @Kenny to set up a concall with Markus, Kenny and Gregory Rusmeda about the possibilities for Gregory to join the group. Completion ASAP.
- @Markus to create a wiki page that discusses the rationale behind the use of xhtml:role in non-technical terms. Boris is co-author. Completion ASAP.
- @Markus to follow up the contact with the xhtml2 WG.
- @Markus to come up with an iteration report after the first iteration ending October 31 2008.
- @Stephen to create a wiki page describing the RNIB book and magazine DTDs. This action item needs to be completed by 31 October 2008.

New action items
• @Kenny - Is NewsML modular? How is their schema built? Need more info on the wiki.
• @Markus/Per - discuss pros/cons of the XHTML2 modularization framework
• @Boris/Marisa - what are the next steps for the RDF work
• @Boris/Marisa - summary report by next week's call.

Minutes

Markus, Matt in discussions with IFLA for metadata design -- expect it in a future iteration. Should know more in a week.

Discussion item: For NewsML, for example, are we to adopt the content as an island, or do a transformation to a DAISY version of news/magazine markup? Currently, transformations to in-house formats and/or DTBook are being done (RNIB, Vision Australia, DBB), but not sure that it is ideal.

Discussion item: how does our use of XHTML2 depend on the status of that working group? Need to contact the XHTML working group (after they return from this week's W3C technical plenary).

Subgroup reports

RDF

(Boris and Marisa)

• Did some exploratory work and will have a report next week.
• Markus reminds: the goals are to have a first-pass at describing a page number role and also a list of questions.

Docs/Schema

(Markus and Per)

• RNG and NVDL examples are in the SVN sandbox
• Able to restrict XHTML
• Able to add the element pagenum
• Note that this group is waiting for technical details about "role".

Next iteration

The first iteration is done on Oct 31st. What for the next iteration? Here are some ideas:

• Come up with a recommendation of how to proceed with modularization.
• Proper leisure book profile
• Periodicals profile
• Sketch of profile-making guidelines.

This seems like a potentially long iteration; need to re-scope. Maybe something 6 weeks starting Nov 1.
Next call: Monday Oct 27 2008, 1300 UTC.

**Agenda**

- **Scribe**
- **Information on upcoming metadata subWG (IFLA)**
- **Action item review**
  - @Kenny to set up a concall with Markus, Kenny and Gregory Rusmeda about the possibilities for Gregory to join the group. Completion ASAP.
  - @Kenny to create a wiki page describing NewsML and its potential role. Completion ASAP.
  - @Per to post his subgroup work to the google code repository. Completion ASAP.
  - @Markus to create a wiki page that discusses the rationale behind the use of xhtml:role in non-technical terms. Boris is co-author. Completion ASAP.
  - @Markus to follow up the contact with the xhtml2 WG.
  - @Markus to come up with an iteration report after the first iteration ending October 31 2008.
  - @Stephen to create a wiki page describing the RNIB book and magazine DTDs. This action item needs to be completed by 31 October 2008.
- **Iteration 1 subgroups status reports**
  - Docs/Schema group (RNG and NVDL examples now at SVN: http://code.google.com/p/zednext/source/browse/#svn/sandbox)
  - RDF/Role group
- **AOB**
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